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Amazon Briefly Becomes Wall Street's Most Valuable Company ... Amazon rose 4.7 percent to $865.0 billion compared to
Apple's $864.8 billion .... San Francisco: Amazon.com Inc. briefly became the most valuable company on Wall Street in
intraday trade on Monday, days after Microsoft Corp dethroned long-time leader Apple Inc. Amazon rose by 4.7% at one point,
putting its market capitalization at $865.0 billion.

Amazon inches past Microsoft to become world's most valuable company ... for the top spot for weeks, and Amazon briefly
claimed the crown in early December.. Microsoft has become the third US company to pass a market cap of $1 trillion. ...
Microsoft joins Apple and Amazon in hitting the $1 trillion valuation ... as the world's most valuable company, after briefly
passing Apple back in .... Shares of the e-commerce company rose 3.4 per cent, a rally that ... How Amazon edged past
Microsoft to become the world's most valuable company ... for weeks, and Amazon briefly claimed the crown in early
December.. Microsoft is (once again) the world's most valuable tech company after its ... Related Story: Amazon (briefly)
becomes a $US1t company; Aussie .... Such megacap technology and Internet stocks have been jockeying for the top spot for
weeks, and Amazon briefly claimed the crown in early ...
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Amazon is the most valuable public company in the world after passing Microsoft. Published Mon, Jan 7 201911:32 AM EST
Updated Mon, Jan 7 20194:06 PM .... Amazon overtook Microsoft to become the biggest company by market capitalization. ...
Microsoft briefly tops Apple as most valuable company .... worlds richest person jeff bezos amazon briefly became the worlds
most valuable company on monday days after microsoft dethroned apple the online retailers .... Amazon on Monday briefly
surpassed Apple as the world's most-valuable publicly traded company. Jackie Adams Cheater
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 Amazon Becomes Most Valuable Company, Inching Past Microsoft ... spot for weeks, and Amazon briefly claimed the crown
in early December.. Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos has been the wealthiest person on the planet for more than a year. Now, Amazon
is the most valuable company in the world. ... The company briefly topped the trillion-dollar mark last September. Arturia – B-3
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NEW YORK: Amazon for the first time closed out Monday's trading session as the world's biggest publicly-traded company,
overtaking Microsoft .... Amazon briefly hit $1 trillion in market capitalization at over $2,000 per share in September — one
month after Apple achieved the feat — but it .... Amazon surpassed Microsoft as the most valuable company on the US ... In
September 2018, the Amazon stock briefly reached a market cap of .... SAN FRANCISCO — Amazon.com briefly became the
most valuable company on Wall Street in intraday trade on Monday, days after Microsoft .... Amazon briefly becomes the most
valuable company on Wall Street Amazon rose as much as 4.7 percent, putting its market capitalisation at $865.0 billion..
Amazon.com briefly became the most valuable company on Wall Street in intraday trade on Monday, days after Microsoft Corp
dethroned .... Amazon founder and CEO Jeff Bezos on Monday became the owner of the world's most valued company. File
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